ABSTRACT
The DOM engine of a web browser is a popular attack surface and has been thoroughly fuzzed during its development. A common approach adopted by the latest DOM fuzzers is to generate new inputs based on context-free grammars. However, such a generative approach fails to capture the data dependencies in the inputs of a DOM engine, namely, HTML documents. Meanwhile, it is unclear whether or not coverage-guided mutation, which is well-known to be effective in fuzzing numerous software, still remains to be effective against DOM engines. Worse yet, existing DOM fuzzers cannot adopt a coverage-guided approach because they are unable to fully support HTML mutation and suffer from low browser throughput.

To scientifically understand the effectiveness and limitations of the two approaches, we propose FreeDom, a full-fledged cluster-friendly DOM fuzzer that works with both generative and coverage-guided modes. FreeDom relies on a context-aware intermediate representation to describe HTML documents with proper data dependencies. FreeDom also exhibits up to 3.74× higher throughput through browser self-termination. FreeDom has found 24 previously unknown bugs in commodity browsers including Safari, Firefox, and Chrome, and 10 CVEs has been assigned so far. With the context-aware generation, FreeDom finds 3× more unique crashes in WebKit than the state-of-the-art DOM fuzzer, Domato. FreeDom guided by coverage is more effective in revealing new code blocks (2.62%) and finds three complex bugs that its generative approach fails to find. However, coverage-guided mutation that bootstraps with an empty corpus triggers 3.8× fewer unique crashes than the generative approach. The newly revealed coverage, more often than not, negatively affects the effectiveness of DOM fuzzers in bug finding. Therefore, we consider context-aware generation the best practice to find more DOM engine bugs and expect further improvement on coverage-guided DOM fuzzing facilitated by FreeDom.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A DOM (Document Object Model) engine is a core component of every modern web browser, which is responsible for displaying HTML documents in an interactive window on an end-user device. Considering its giant code base and extraordinary complexity, a DOM engine has always been one of the largest bug sources in a web browser. Meanwhile, we have witnessed many high-severity DOM engine bugs being exploited consistently in remote attacks over the past decade. Hence, to prevent such a prominent cybersecurity threat, all the browser vendors have been working tirelessly to discover and patch bugs in their DOM engines [14, 15, 26, 36, 37].

Though a DOM engine has complex implementation, its input format (i.e., HTML) has detailed specifications. Therefore, smart fuzzing becomes the dominant approach for finding DOM engine bugs in practice [1, 7, 11, 23, 28, 33, 34, 47, 58]. For instance, Google has heavily fuzzed Chrome on 25,000 cores and successfully found over 16,000 bugs, the majority of which reside in the DOM engine [15]. Nevertheless, after nearly 10 years of development, state-of-the-art DOM fuzzers still adopt an obsolete design with a missing justification for the resistance to the latest fuzzing techniques.

Particularly, all the recent DOM fuzzers [11, 33, 34] use static grammars that describe the DOM specification to generate random HTML documents with correct syntax. Nevertheless, an HTML document has rich semantics, which are mainly reflected by all sorts of explicit and implicit data dependencies that widely exist in the specification. However, random generation driven by context-free grammars suffers from a chicken-and-egg problem: a predefined grammar provides several valid options to construct every possible document unit. Meanwhile, constructing a context-dependent unit relies on the concrete value of another unit in a specific document, namely, the exact option rolled for the unit, which can never be known by the static grammar before generating the document. Unfortunately, existing DOM fuzzers fail to completely solve this problem and suffer from semantic errors in their output documents.

More importantly, in research communities, a conventional wisdom is that coverage-guided mutation, which has recently gained popularity [18, 19, 25, 57], outperforms blackbox generation. However, there is no solid evidence that supports or objects to this claim regarding DOM fuzzing. Unfortunately, we are unable to directly utilize existing DOM fuzzers to address this open problem. First, those fuzzers output textual documents without preserving intermediate information. The generated documents thus can only be further mutated by appending new data rather than by many other
operations such as data flipping and splicing. More importantly, without sufficient context awareness, existing fuzzers still rarely avoid semantic errors in mutation. Second, different from general fuzzing targets, a launched browser instance never automatically terminates unless a crash occurs. It is also difficult to know the exact timing point when an input document is completely processed because of dynamic rendering tasks (e.g., repainting, animations, transitions, etc.) that may occur any time. Therefore, existing DOM fuzzers enforce every launched browser instance to exit within 5 to 10 seconds by a preset timeout. This setting results in severely low throughput, which is not applicable in coverage-driven fuzzing.

To solve the aforementioned challenges, we present FreeDom, the first end-to-end DOM fuzzing framework that fully supports both document generation and coverage-guided mutation in a distributed environment. We also consider FreeDom as an ideal playground for exploring the possibilities of adopting cutting-edge techniques to fuzz DOM engines. FreeDom uses a custom intermediate representation called FD-IR to describe HTML documents. FD-IR manages to not only follow the DOM specification to record document content in a structural manner but also preserve detailed context information. Instead of emitting plain documents with grammar rules, FreeDom defines various fuzzing operations based on FD-IR, including generating new documents, fully mutating every part of an existing document and merging two documents into a new one. To introduce fewer semantic errors, FreeDom queries the context information to fulfill any data dependence in a document. In addition, FreeDom executes an optimized browser in coverage-guided fuzzing that dynamically kills itself when the processing of an input document mostly completes. The optimization improves the fuzzing throughput of WebKit by 1.48–3.74× compared to using a 5-second time limit and results in very few missed crashes.

We run FreeDom with its generative approach for fuzzing the DOM engines of three mainstream browsers (i.e., Apple Safari, Mozilla Firefox, and Google Chrome) and have successfully found 24 bugs, to which 10 CVEs and 65K USD bug bounty have been awarded. In WebKit, FreeDom discovers nearly 3× more unique crashes than the state-of-the-art DOM fuzzer, Domato, with a similar block coverage, thanks to its context awareness. When fuzzing SVG documents in WebKit, FreeDom triggers around 8 crashes on average, while Dharma, another recent fuzzer, fails to find any crash. We also evaluate FreeDom with its mutation-based approach to determine the advantages and disadvantages of coverage-guided DOM fuzzing. Compared to FreeDom with its generative approach, coverage-guided mutation manages to visit 2.62% more code blocks and discover three new bugs, but meanwhile triggers 3.8× fewer unique crashes in 24 hours. When fuzzing complex software like a DOM engine, the generative approach manages to explore the numerous interfaces in an incomplete but efficient manner through large documents with intended content and thus discovers more bugs in limited time. Nevertheless, the coverage-driven approach is more capable of triggering the bugs that occur with a set of restricted values in a document by incremental mutations.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We present an open-sourced DOM fuzzer, FreeDom, with a redefined design, that can run with either a generative approach or a coverage-guided mutational approach based on a context-aware IR for describing HTML documents.
- We perform the first systematic study on the application of coverage-guided mutation in DOM fuzzing and have a detailed discussion of its opportunities and obstacles.
- We have reported 24 bugs found by FreeDom in three mainstream browsers and gained 10 CVEs. Further, FreeDom outperforms the most recent DOM fuzzer by discovering 3× more unique crashes in WebKit.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 DOM Explained

2.1.1 DOM: An HTML Document Representation. A web browser accepts HTML documents as its input, which follows the Document Object Model (DOM) standardized by W3C. Figure 1 presents an example of a document that consists of the following parts:

The initial DOM Tree. The DOM logically treats a document as a tree structure, and each tree node represents an object to be rendered. An HTML document file specifies the initial object tree. Most notable nodes represent elements. An element is identified by its tag and has its own semantics. A leaf node of an element can be another element or a text node. Moreover, each element owns a list of attribute nodes. The attributes control various aspects of the rendering behavior of an element. Note that for each element, the DOM standard specifies exactly what child elements and attributes it owns and whether it can have text in its content. For example, the DOM tree presented in Figure 1 includes a &lt;select&gt; element that owns two attributes and two child elements.

CSS Rules. Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) are used to specify in which style the elements in the document are rendered. Contained
by `<style>`, a CSS rule consists of (1) a group of CSS selectors, which determines the elements to be styled, and (2) a group of CSS properties, each of which styles a particular aspect of the selected elements. For instance, Line 3 in Figure 1 requires the `<form>` selected by `.class1` to split its content into 1,264 columns.

**Event Handlers.** To provide the interactivity of a web page, the DOM standard defines various events being triggered at specific timing points or user inputs. Event handlers can be registered in `<script>` so as to programatically access or control the objects in the tree at runtime. For example, in Figure 1, `main()` and `f2()` are executed when a document is loaded and the `<select>` element loses focus, respectively. An event handler calls DOM APIs declared by the specification to manipulate DOM objects. Typical DOM APIs include object property accesses and object method invocations. Currently, all the popular browsers expose DOM APIs in JavaScript.

2.1.2 DOM Engine Bugs. A browser runs a DOM engine (e.g., WebKit in Apple Safari and Blink in Google Chrome), which literally implements the DOM specification so as to interpret an HTML document. In this work, we aim to find memory errors triggered by a DOM engine when operating malformed documents. Such client-side bugs result in data breaches or even remote code execution in the context of a renderer process and therefore have always been considered one of the most significant security threats to end users over the past decade. Though browser vendors exert endless efforts to eliminate DOM engine bugs [14, 15, 26, 36, 37], there still have been quite a few full browser exploit chains that target DOM bugs in recent years [5, 24, 49], including one developed by us based on a bug found by FreeDom in Safari.

**Caveat.** In this work, we are not interested in the logical issues of a DOM engine, such as Universal Cross-Site Scripting (UXSS). In addition, finding the bugs that reside in the JavaScript engine used by a DOM engine is also beyond the scope of this paper.

2.2 A Primer on DOM Fuzzing

The giant and rapidly growing DOM specification describes an extremely complex format for an HTML document. Hence, fuzzing, which requires minimal knowledge about the internals of the target software, becomes the most preferable approach for finding DOM engine bugs in practice. Over the last decade, researchers have proposed numerous DOM fuzzers, which are summarized in Table 1. The earliest DOM fuzzers, such as domfuzz [28] and cross_fuzz [58], ran the fuzzer code in JavaScript together with a seed document in the same window. At runtime, it crawled the available elements on the page and invoked random DOM API calls to manipulate them on-the-fly until the browser crashed. The popularity of such dynamic fuzzers has declined because a target browser instance ages after a long run, which results in unstable executions and irreproducible crashes [55]. By contrast, most recent fuzzers are static [1, 11, 34, 47] and generate syntactically correct documents from scratch based on static rules or grammars that describe the specification and execute every document with a fresh browser instance for a limited amount of time. Since the rules and grammars used by those fuzzers are not fully context-sensitive, the generated documents suffer from semantic errors. As typical blackbox fuzzers, they do not utilize existing testcases and feedback information for input generation. Among the recent static DOM fuzzers, Domato is considered the most successful one, which has publicly revealed more than 60 bugs in popular browsers. It is actively maintained and widely used by browser vendors for internal testing [12, 16, 17, 39]. Thus, we select Domato as the main state-of-the-art fuzzer for evaluation and comparison in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOM fuzzer</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Str.</th>
<th>Ctx.</th>
<th>Cov.</th>
<th>Active</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>domfuzz</td>
<td>[28]</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bf3</td>
<td>[1]</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>G</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cross_fuzz</td>
<td>[58]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dharma</td>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avalanche</td>
<td>[33]</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wadi</td>
<td>[47]</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FreeDom</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>G/M</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The classification of existing DOM fuzzers. Dynamic fuzzers themselves are web pages executed by the target browser, while static fuzzers generate documents first and then test them. As a state-of-the-art DOM fuzzer, FreeDom is also static, which supports both blackbox generation and coverage-guided mutation in a context-aware manner.

3 MOTIVATION

In this section, we systematically analyze the defects of conventional generation-based DOM fuzzers. Their common approach fails to construct inputs with complex semantics and, more importantly, restricts the exploration of applying up-to-date techniques to a DOM fuzzer, which motivates us to propose FreeDom.

3.1 On the Ineffectiveness of Static Grammars

Previous research has pointed out that one crux of fuzzing complex software effectively is to avoid semantic errors [20, 55], not excepting DOM engines. Nevertheless, recent DOM fuzzers like Domato use various context-free grammars to describe an HTML document. Such a static grammar largely guarantees the syntactic correctness of a generated input, but it is unable to describe every data dependence throughout the input. As motivating examples, we summarize the typical context-dependent values (CDVs) in a document that Domato’s grammar cannot correctly describe.

**CDV1:** CSS selectors. CSS selectors explicitly refer to one or more elements to be styled by id, class, or tag. Domato expresses such references as shown in Figure 2(a). Basically, Domato only considers a fixed number of HTML and SVG elements, a fixed number of predefined class names, and all the HTML and SVG tags for styling. The contradicted fact is that the number of elements and the tags or class names available for reference in a document randomly generated by Domato are undetermined before generation. In practice, a document output by Domato probably has more than 30 HTML elements, only five SVG elements, or simply no `abbr` elements, which are the counterexamples to the grammar rules listed in Figure 2(a). In such cases, reference errors may occur; meanwhile, particular valid elements are never utilized.

**CDV2:** CSS property. Certain CSS property values also refer to existing elements. Normally, an element being referred to is required to not only be live but also have a particular type according
to the DOM standard. Nevertheless, Domato incorrectly describes this data dependence as shown in Figure 2(b). Instead of any type of element, the standard only allows an SVG `<clipPath>` element and an SVG `<filter>` element to be used in the value of a clip-path CSS property and a filter CSS property, respectively. Thus, those CSS properties generated by Domato are likely not functional.

**CDV3: Attribute name values.** The attributes of an element are referenced by their names for manipulating them. The validity of such an attribute reference depends on the owner element of the attribute, which is not fully presented by Domato’s grammar. First, a number of previous DOM bugs involve dynamic updates of a particular attribute of an element [7], which cannot be achieved by Domato due to its lack of knowledge of what attributes every existing element in a document has. For example, Domato changes the value of a `from` attribute of any SVG element through `setAttribute()` in Figure 2(d). However, `from` is only valid for an SVG animation element. In addition, an SVG `<animate>` element uses its `attributeName` attribute to indicate a particular attribute of its parent element to be animated [52]. Being unaware of what element the `<animate>` element exactly serves, Domato randomly sets `attributeName` to any animatable SVG attribute, as described in Figure 2(c). For instance, Domato probably generates a worthless `<animate>` element that tries to change the non-existent `x` attribute of a `<path>` element.

**CDV4: Attribute values.** First, similar to CSS selectors and property values, the value of a particular attribute (e.g., `form` and `useMap`) involves a reference to an element of a specific type (e.g., `<form>` and `<map>`), which is again not correctly described by Domato, as shown in Figure 2(d). More importantly, an attribute value can also have implicit dependence on other attribute values. Regarding an `<animate>` element, the value of the `from` attribute is determined by the value of the sibling attribute, `attributeName`. Without knowing the exact value ever generated for the `attributeName`, the only option for Domato is to statelessly specify some common attribute values for the `from`, as listed in Figure 2(d), which does not take effect at most times.

### Summary

The dilemma of an existing DOM fuzzer based on a context-free grammar is that the grammar predefines a random approach to generate every possible unit of an HTML document but cannot anticipate the exact unit values eventually concretized in a document. Unfortunately, avoiding semantic errors during generation requires being aware of those concrete values. By contrast, FreeDOM always memorizes the values that have been generated (i.e., context information) in the current document for generating new values afterwards.

### 3.2 Exploring Coverage-guided DOM Fuzzing

Most emerging fuzzers adopt a coverage-driven mutation-based approach, which is proven to be effective in practice [18, 25, 57]. Nevertheless, as of now, pure generation-based fuzzing with no runtime feedback is still the dominant approach for finding DOM engine bugs. Meanwhile, no public research aims to understand whether or not coverage-guided mutation-based fuzzing outperforms blackbox fuzzing against DOM engines. In other words, the optimal design of a DOM fuzzer is still an open problem. To determine the answer, we cannot directly utilize existing DOM fuzzers but design and implement a new one (i.e., FreeDOM) for two primary reasons.

**Stateless testcases.** First, those fuzzers output final documents in plaintext for one-time testing. Due to the lack of the detailed context that originates from the use of static grammars, it is difficult to extend such fuzzers to comprehensively mutate the documents they generate. For instance, though the author of Domato implements an extension that enables mutation [12], the only supported type of mutation is to append new data to an existing document. Meanwhile, all the other known mutation strategies, such as flipping and splicing existing data [25, 57] and merging two or more existing inputs [20, 21], are not feasible over plaintext. The extension is thus incapable of achieving the full potential of mutation. By contrast, FreeDOM uses an intermediate representation called FD-IR to present a document with stateful structures. FD-IR carries detailed context information to ensure the semantic correctness of a document after all sorts of mutations.

**Low-throughput executions.** Unlike many other general applications, a browser never automatically terminates without any user interaction. More importantly, particular DOM-rendering tasks such as animations and timing events can be scheduled on-the-fly. Therefore, managing the lifetime of a browser instance becomes challenging. The common solution adopted by existing DOM fuzzers is to run every browser instance with a conservative time limit. By default, ClusterFuzz tests an input for at most 10 seconds. This setting is reasonable for generation-based fuzzing, where a generated input has certain complexity and is more likely to consume much time to be rendered. However, always using several seconds to execute an input largely degrades the performance of mutation-based fuzzing. From our observation, a WebKit window becomes completely idle after 1 second when loading more than 60% of the documents generated by Domato, which generally have sizes of more than 200K bytes. Most inputs processed by a mutation-based fuzzer have a much smaller size, which do not require such a long execution time. Therefore, FreeDOM applies a workaround that...
4 DESIGN

4.1 Overview

**FreeDom** is a distributed DOM fuzzer that can perform either black-box generation-based fuzzing or coverage-guided mutation-based fuzzing. Figure 3 illustrates the overall design of **FreeDom**. Basically, a number of **FreeDom** instances run in a cluster and communicate with a central server that manages all the fuzzing data. The testcases processed by **FreeDom**, namely, HTML documents, are described in FD-IR, which presents document structures along with context information. When doing generation-based fuzzing, a **FreeDom** instance repeatedly generates new documents in FD-IR, each of which is lowered into an HTML file and opened by a browser instance. If the browser crashes, a crash report that includes the crashing input is uploaded to the server. In coverage-guided fuzzing, the central server not only collects crashes but also maintains (1) a queue that stores the testcases that discover new code paths and (2) a global coverage map. A fuzzer instance iteratively fetches a document in FD-IR from the queue and generates new documents for testing by mutating different parts of it or merging it with another document. The DOM engine of the browser is instrumented for coverage measurement. Every newly generated document that increases overall coverage is saved by the central server for further mutation. In addition, **FreeDom** targets a high-throughput browser in coverage-guided fuzzing. To avoid waiting for a long time to be terminated by a preset timeout, the optimized browser instance exits with an on-demand timeout installed by itself at the time it completes loading the entire document. In the following paragraphs, we use $\text{FD}_a$ and $\text{FD}_m$ to note **FreeDom** working with generation and coverage-guided mutation, respectively.

4.2 Context-aware Document Representation

**FreeDom** uses a custom intermediate representation called FD-IR to describe both the syntax and semantics of an HTML document. FD-IR strictly follows the DOM specification. Hence, a document in FD-IR can be directly lowered into a real document in plaintext for testing. More importantly, FD-IR carries the context information to generate documents with fewer semantic errors.

4.2.1 Document Context. **FreeDom** maintains two types of contexts in FD-IR to enable context-aware fuzzing.

**Global context.** FD-IR maintains a tree structure that records all the elements and their tags and attributes contained in the initial DOM tree for reference. FD-IR also keeps track of all the available tokens (e.g., class names, CSS counter names, CSS keyframes, etc.). Note that the in-tree elements and tokens are separately organized by FD-IR into two maps, which are indexed by element and token type for performant queries. The global context serves as a basis for constructing four types of context-dependent values, summarized in §4.3.1, in a document.

**Local contexts.** FD-IR describes a local context for every JavaScript function, which is used to generate semantically correct DOM API calls. The local context not only contains a reference to the global context but also preserves every DOM object locally defined by a particular API call in a distinct map. Different from global elements that can be used by any API call in a function, the local objects are only valid after being defined. Therefore, FD-IR is also aware of the exact location where (i.e., at which line) the object is defined in order to support various API mutations (see §4.3.2) and function merging (see §4.3.3).

4.2.2 Document Representation. We first introduce an important interface of FD-IR called Value. As the first-class citizen in FD-IR, Value is implemented to represent all sorts of data values that may appear in a document, including but not limited to, CSS selectors, CSS properties, attributes and arguments and return values of API calls. In particular, a concrete Value involves the definition of three indispensable methods:

1. **generate()**, which specifies how to randomly generate the data that forms the Value given the global or local context.
2. **mutate()**, which defines how to randomly mutate the Value with the global or local context.
3. **lower()**, which describes how to turn the FD-IR Value into the corresponding text string in a document.

A Value in FD-IR can be built upon one or more sub-Values. For example, the top code in Figure 4 presents the description of a CSS filter property. The property itself is an FD-IR Value. And its value is defined as CSSFilterValue, which is another Value that can be either literal or context-dependent. Most basic Values like CSSFilterValue that do not contain any other Values simply mutate through regeneration. A compound Value such as CSSProperty selectively mutates its contained Values (Line 6). However, the FD-IR Values that serve as a part of the context to be referred to by other Values are immutable once generated. For instance, the bottom code in Figure 4 describes ReturnValue, which represents a
class CSSProperty(Value):
    def __init__(name, value):
        self.name = name
        self.value = value
    def generate(cxt):
        self.value.generate(cxt)
    def mutate(cxt):
        self.value.mutate(cxt)
    def lower():
        return "{}".format(name, lower(value))

class CSSFilterProperty(SCSSProperty):
    def __init__(name, value):
        super().__init__('/filter', CSSFilterValue())
    def generate(cxt):
        self.ref = cxt.getElementById('filter')
        if Random.bool():
            self.value = 'blur({})'.format(Random.length())
        if self.ref is None:
            return
        self.value = 'blur({})'.format(Random.length())
    def mutate(cxt):
        self.value.mutate(cxt)
    def lower():
        if self.ref is None:
            return value
        else:
            return "url(#{})".format(self.ref.id)

class CSSFilterValue(Value):
    def __init__(name, value):
        self.type = t
        self.value = None
    def generate(cxt):
        # Here cxt is the local context
        if self.ref is None:
            self.ref = cxt.createObject(self.type)
        self.value = 'blur({})'.format(Random.length())
    def mutate(cxt):
        pass
    def lower():
        return self.ref.id

class ReturnValue(Value):
    def __init__(t):
        self.type = t
        self.value = None
    def generate(cxt):
        # Here cxt is the local context
        if self.ref is None:
            self.ref = cxt.createObject(self.type)
        self.value = 'blur({})'.format(Random.length())
    def mutate(cxt):
        pass
    def lower():
        return self.ref.id

Figure 4: Two non-trivial Value instances in FD-IR, including a CSS filter property, whose generation and mutation depend on the context, and a return value of a DOM API call, which updates the context when being generated and thus becomes immutable. Note that a filter property has many more value choices, which are omitted here.

return value of an API call. Its mutate() method is empty because its generation introduces a new object into the local context. If the return value were regenerated, the uses of the object in the subsequent API calls would become invalid. Another example is an attribute value that decides the value of its sibling attributes as from (see §3.1). Based on Value, FD-IR manages to describe the three parts of a document as follows.

The DOM tree. As mentioned in §4.2.1, FD-IR intuitively uses a multi-branch tree to describe the DOM tree, whose nodes are DOM elements and whose root is the only <body> element. In each element node, FD-IR records its type, a unique id for reference, a list of child nodes, and a list of attributes. Each attribute is a particular Value instance.

CSS rules. FD-IR also records a list of CSS rules in a document. For each rule, FD-IR maintains a list of CSS selectors and a list of CSS properties, all of which are Value instances.

Event handlers. FD-IR maintains a list of event handlers for an HTML document. Among them, one event handler, which is the onload event handler of the <body> element, is treated specially as the main event handler. The total number of other event handlers in a document is predefined by FreeDOM, which never increases during mutation. Each event handler is composed of a list of DOM API calls and the local context described in §4.2.1. FD-IR supports all three types of DOM API calls in JavaScript (see §2.1.1). For an object property read or write, besides the property name, FD-IR records the accessed object and the return or new property value as two Value instances. Similarly, for an object method call, in addition to the method name, FD-IR presents the object, the return value, and a list of arguments with more Value instances. Note that all these Values rely on the local context for generation and mutation and are lowered into corresponding JavaScript code units.

In general, a document in FD-IR is guaranteed to be:

1. Stateful. FD-IR presents a document in a structural and programmable format rather than in plaintext.

2. Context-aware. FD-IR carries not only document content but also context information, including tree hierarchy and available objects in the global and local scopes.

3. Extensible. One can introduce more Value instances to support more DOM features effortlessly.

4.3 Context-aware DOM Fuzzing

A document in FD-IR is composed of many Value instances. Fundamentally, FreeDOM performs document generation and mutation in a context-aware manner by systematically calling generate() and mutate() of specific Values with context information.

4.3.1 Document Generation. To generate a random input, FD_o always starts with a blank document in FD-IR, which only has a <body> element, an empty main event handler, and a list of empty event handlers. Then, FD_o uses various methods to construct the document content in the order of a DOM tree, CSS rules, and event handlers, which involves heavy context queries and updates.

DOM tree generation. Generating the DOM tree in a document has the highest priority because the tree determines the available nodes to be styled and manipulated by CSS rules and event handlers, respectively. In particular, FD_o builds a DOM tree by repeatedly invoking the following three methods:

1. G_{41}: Insert an element. FD_o creates a new element and inserts it as the child of an existing element in the tree. The index of the new element among all its siblings is random. Depending on the type of parent, FD_o randomly decides the corresponding element type of the new child by specification. FD_o finally adds the element into the global context.

2. G_{42}: Append an attribute. FD_o creates a new attribute that is owned by an existing element yet is not set. FD_o relies on the global context to generate the initial value of the attribute, which is defined as an FD-IR Value. If the attribute value introduces a new token (e.g., class, CSS counters, etc.) during generation, the global context will be updated correspondingly.

3. G_{43}: Insert a text node. FD_o selects an existing element that is allowed to have text content, generates a random string, and inserts the string into the tree as a child of the selected element.

CSS Rule Generation. After having the DOM tree in a document, FD_o further generates a list CSS rules. The generation algorithm of a CSS rule, called G_{43}, repeatedly invokes two sub-routines:

1. G_{42}: Append a CSS selector. FD_o generates a CSS selector and adds it into the rule.

2. G_{43}: Append a CSS property. FD_o constructs a CSS property and appends it into the rule.

Both CSS selectors and properties are Value instances that are generated based on the global context.

Event Handler Generation. FD_o fills every event handler in a document with a sequence of DOM API calls. In the procedure of appending a random API call to a particular event handler (notated as G_{43}), FD_o first queries both global and local contexts for available
Table 2: The examples of the document mutation algorithms used by FD₄ for three different parts of a document. The Wgt. column indicates the preference of FD₄ to those algorithms. We mark the algorithms that are beyond simple appending and difficult to support by extending old DOM fuzzers.

DOM objects that can be used as the arguments of an API call in the current event handler. Then, FD₄ chooses a satisfiable DOM API (i.e., the types of all the required arguments of such an API are supported by the context) defined by the specification and generates a corresponding API call based on the context. If the API call returns a new object, the object along with the line number of its definition is recorded by the current local context.

4.3.2 Single Document Mutation. FD₄ aims to mutate three different parts of an existing document with various granularities, while maintaining context information during mutation. We present the detailed mutation algorithms adopted by FD₄ as follows.

DOM tree mutation. FD₄ may call G₁₁, G₁₂, and G₁₃, as described in §4.3.1, to grow the DOM tree in a document. In addition, FD₄ mutates existing nodes in the tree in three ways.

(1) **M₁₁: Mutate an attribute value.** FD₄ selects an existing attribute and mutates it as a Value instance based on the global context.

(2) **M₁₂: Replace an attribute.** FD₄ first selects an element and randomly removes one of its attributes. Then, FD₄ applies G₁₂ to append a new attribute to the element. Here, FD₄ never removes an attribute whose value is referred to by other attribute values (e.g., `attributeName` of SVG `<animate>`).

(3) **M₁₃: Mutate a text node.** FreeDOM simply selects a text node and regenerates its string content.

CSS rule mutation. FD₄ may directly invoke G₁₄, G₁₅, or G₁₆ to enlarge CSS rules in a document. Meanwhile, the existing CSS rules can be mutated from the following three aspects.

(1) **M₁₄: Replace a CSS rule.** FD₄ removes an existing CSS rule from the document and inserts a new one generated by G₁₄.

(2) **M₁₅: Mutate a CSS selector.** FD₄ selects and mutates a selector in an existing rule.

(3) **M₁₆: Mutate a CSS property.** FD₄ selects a CSS property, and similarly mutates its value.

Event handler mutation. FD₄ is also able to mutate event handlers in JavaScript. In particular, FD₄ first randomly selects a target event handler in the document. Note that main event handler has a much higher probability to be selected, as it is triggered most of the time. Besides appending a new API call (i.e., G₇) to the target handler, FD₄ runs the following three mutation methods.

(1) **M₁₇: Insert an API call.** FD₄ first chooses a particular line of the JavaScript function as the insertion point. After that, FD₄ generates a new API call similar to how FD₄ does in G₇. The only difference is that when FD₄ queries the context for available DOM objects, all the elements in the global context are still usable. Meanwhile, only the local objects defined above the insertion point can serve as the arguments of the API call. The generated API call is eventually placed at the chosen line. In addition, the line number of the definition of every DOM object created below the line is incremented by one.

(2) **M₁₈: Replace an API call.** FD₄ first selects a random line within the event handler. The original API call at this line is removed. Then, FD₄ generates a new API call and inserts it into the event handler at the line in the exact same way M₁₇ does. Note that FD₄ avoids removing any API call at a particular line that returns an object, because the object may be used in the later API calls and removing such a call introduces reference errors.

(3) **M₁₉: Mutate API arguments.** FD₄ first randomly selects an existing API call in the event handler and regenerates any of the arguments of the API call in a random way based on both global and local contexts.

Table 2 summarizes the document mutation algorithms supported by FD₄ with examples. FD₄ assigns each algorithm a specific weight for random sampling at runtime. We empirically set text-related mutations with low priority, as the exact text content is generally not crucial to trigger a crash. In general, FD₄ prefers to modify existing document content instead of adding new data to fully explore the states of existing DOM objects and avoid a rapid increase in testcase sizes.

4.3.3 Document Merging. Besides mutating a single document, FD₄ also supports merging two or more documents into a new document due to the effectiveness of combining existing seed inputs for testing proven by [19, 20, 54]. Given two documents Dₐ and D₉, we present a random algorithm to merge D₉ into Dₐ part by part.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Before</th>
<th>After</th>
<th>Wgt.</th>
<th>New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><code>&lt;select&gt;</code></td>
<td><code>&lt;select&gt;</code></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><code>&lt;option&gt;</code></td>
<td><code>&lt;option&gt;</code></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><code>&lt;option&gt;</code></td>
<td><code>&lt;option&gt;</code></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Algorithm 1: Merging two DOM trees in FreeDOM.**

**Input:** Two DOM trees Tₐ and T₉ in two documents, an object map.

**Result:** Tₐ being enlarged by merging with the nodes in T₉.

- Procedure `mergeElement(nₐ, n₉, ObjectMap)`
  1. `TargetSet ← ∅;
   2. for each n ∈ `getOffspring(n₉)` do
      3. if `getType(n) = getType(nₐ)` then
         4. `TargetSet ← TargetSet ∪ {n};`
   5. end
   6. if `TargetSet ≡ ∅` then
      7. `insertChild(nₐ, n₉);
   8. else
      9. `nₗ ← TargetSet; // Randomly sample a node from the set.
   10. mergeAttributesAndText(nₗ, n₉);
   11. `ObjectMap[<nₗ>] ← n₉;
   12. for each n ∈ `getChildren(nₗ)` do
      13. `mergeElement(nₗ, n, ObjectMap);
   14. end
   15. end
   16. end
   17. Procedure `mergeTree(Tₐ, T₉, ObjectMap)`
   18. `T₉ ← getRoot(Tₐ); r₉ ← getRoot(T₉); // The tree root is the `body` element.
   19. for each nₗ ∈ `getChildren(r₉)` do
      20. `mergeElement(nₗ, r₉, ObjectMap);
   21. end
   22. end
   23. for each nₗ ∈ `T₉ ∩ {r₉}` do
      24. if `~ObjectMap[nₗ];` then
      25. `addElementIntoGlobalContext(nₗ);
   26. end
   27. end
   28. end

- Procedure `assignEachAlgorithm({n, n₉, ObjectMap})`
  1. `TargetSet ← ∅;
   2. for each n ∈ `getOffspring(n₉)` do
      3. if `getType(n) = getType(nₐ)` then
      4. `TargetSet ← TargetSet ∪ {n};`
   5. end
   6. if `TargetSet ≡ ∅` then
      7. `insertChild(nₐ, n₉);
   8. else
      9. `nₗ ← TargetSet; // Randomly sample a node from the set.
   10. mergeAttributesAndText(nₗ, n₉);
   11. `ObjectMap[<nₗ>] ← n₉;
   12. for each n ∈ `getChildren(nₗ)` do
      13. `mergeElement(nₗ, n, ObjectMap);
   14. end
   15. end
   16. end
   17. Procedure `assignToAllDocuments(Tₐ, T₉, ObjectMap)`
   18. `T₉ ← getRoot(Tₐ); r₉ ← getRoot(T₉); // The tree root is the `body` element.
   19. for each nₗ ∈ `getChildren(r₉)` do
      20. `mergeElement(nₗ, r₉, ObjectMap);
   21. end
   22. end
   23. for each nₗ ∈ `T₉ ∩ {r₉}` do
      24. if `~ObjectMap[nₗ];` then
      25. `addElementIntoGlobalContext(nₗ);
   26. end
   27. end
   28. end
Merging initial DOM trees. First, algorithm 1 presents how FD\(_{\text{m}}\) makes \(D_a\) consume every node of the DOM tree in \(D_b\), which starts from the direct child elements of \(D_b\)'s tree root. For such an element \(n_b\) belonging to \(D_b\), FreeDom randomly selects an element node \(n_l\) in \(D_a\) that has the same type (i.e., tag) and the same or smaller tree depth. Next, FD\(_{\text{m}}\) copies every missing attribute and all the text content from \(n_l\) into \(n_b\). In addition, FD\(_{\text{m}}\) uses an object map (i.e., \texttt{objectMap} in algorithm 1) to record the mapping from \(n_l\) to \(n_b\). The child elements of \(n_b\) are then recursively merged with the offspring of \(n_l\) in the same way. In this case, \(n_b\) no longer exists in the new DOM tree. Sometimes, an element of the same type as that to be merged with does not exist in \(D_a\). Then, FD\(_{\text{m}}\) directly inserts \(n_l\) along with its offspring into a random location in the DOM tree of \(D_a\), which has the same tree depth as \(n_b\). At the end, FD\(_{\text{m}}\) records every element that originates from \(D_b\) and is directly inserted into \(D_a\) without merging in \(D_a\)'s global context.

Merging CSS rules. Second, FD\(_{\text{m}}\) directly copies the CSS rules from \(D_b\) into \(D_a\), which does not involve any merging conflicts.

Merging event handlers. Next, FD\(_{\text{m}}\) merges the event handlers in \(D_a\) and \(D_b\). As every document in FD\(_{\text{m}}\) is initialized with a fixed number of event handlers, FD\(_{\text{m}}\) simply shuffles two paired event handlers \(F_a\) and \(F_b\) by inserting every API call from \(F_b\) into a random line in \(F_a\) (see \texttt{M1} in §4.3.2). Note that the relative order of any two API calls from \(F_b\) is not changed.

Fixing references. FD\(_{\text{m}}\) finally uses \texttt{objectMap} to fix every reference in the new \(D_a\) that points to an element that originates from \(D_b\) but vanishes when merging the DOM trees.

FD\(_{\text{m}}\)'s merging algorithm ensures that the resulting document takes on the characteristics of the two input documents such as their DOM tree hierarchies and API call sequences while not introducing semantic errors.

4.3.4 Mutation-based DOM Fuzzing. Based on the aforementioned algorithms, FD\(_{\text{m}}\) has a straightforward workflow. First, FD\(_{\text{m}}\) supports bootstrapping with the aid of FD\(_{\text{c}}\) or restarting from an old document corpus in FD-IR. FD\(_{\text{m}}\) is currently incapable of working with existing documents in plaintext because a transpiler that lifts instances in a cluster.

Due to the enormous input space and high execution cost of a browser, it is common practice to run multiple DOM fuzzers in a cluster. FreeDom is also designed to be cluster-friendly with a centralized network. Basically, each FreeDom instance runs on a dedicated core of a client machine and exchanges fuzzing data with a central server. During generation-based fuzzing, an FD\(_{\text{c}}\) instance simply transfers crash information to the server. When performing mutation-based fuzzing, the server additionally maintains the overall code coverage and a queue storing the documents in FD-IR that discover new code blocks. An FD\(_{\text{m}}\) instance always fetches a testcase from the head of the queue for mutation. Meanwhile, the testcase itself is moved to the tail of the queue. The FD\(_{\text{m}}\) instance also maintains a local coverage map that is periodically updated with the global coverage from the server. A newly generated document that increases the local coverage is uploaded to the server for verification. If the document indeed increases the overall coverage, the server pushes it to the head of the queue for mutation.

In general, the fuzzing infrastructure adopted by FreeDom is lightweight and fully utilizes large-scale resources for DOM fuzzing.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

FreeDom is implemented in around 30K lines of Python3 code, which consists of three main components.

Fuzzing engine. The majority of the code is used to implement FreeDom’s fuzzing engine. First, all the FD-IR structures of a document from the DOM tree and its nodes, CSS rules, event handlers and their APIs and context information down to thousands of \texttt{Values} are implemented as Python classes, which have their specific implementation of generation and mutation based on the context. In addition, FreeDom utilizes Python Pickle to serialize a document in FD-IR into a string for storage and deserialize the string back to FD-IR structures for mutation. FreeDom currently covers the most common DOM features supported by a modern browser, including HTML, CSS, SVG, and WebGL.

Browser instance management. FreeDom now supports fuzzing Apple Safari (WebKit), Mozilla Firefox, and Google Chrome. FreeDom compiles target browsers with AddressSanitizer (ASan) [48] for memory-error detection. To automate browser process creation and termination, FreeDom either uses existing libraries [13, 35] for Firefox and WebKit on Linux or implements custom scripts for Safari on macOS and Chrome on Windows.

Distributed fuzzing protocol. The current implementation of FreeDom involves a central server that runs Redis [46], a fast in-memory database, for storing fuzzing data. We use a Redis list to store crashes. For FD\(_{\text{m}}\) instances, we use an additional list to save interesting documents and a set to record the distinct code blocks that are covered in total.

Moreover, we introduce fewer than 10 lines of C++ code into the WebKit project to increase browser throughput for FD\(_{\text{m}}\). Particularly, we determine the code point where the handling of an \texttt{onload} event finishes. Then, we make the browser check whether or not this happens in the main frame as the \texttt{onload} events in the embedded frames (i.e., \texttt{<iframe>}) may take place in advance. If so, we consider that the document is mostly processed but may still have ongoing or planned transitions, animations, or painting tasks. To leave a certain time for rendering those dynamic graphical effects, the browser sets an alarm clock on-the-fly, which will kill itself within a fixed amount of time. This ad-hoc timeout value used by FreeDom is 500ms considering the scale of its generated inputs. Though the optimization requires source code modification, it is
technically straightforward to apply it in the same way to other mainstream browsers like Chrome and Firefox with a tiny patch.

6 EVALUATION
We evaluate FreeDom by answering four questions:

• Q1. How effective is FreeDom in discovering new bugs in the mainstream browsers (§6.1)?
• Q2. Does FreeDom become state of the art due to its context-aware approach (§6.2)?
• Q3. How effective is coverage-driven mutation in fuzzing DOM engines (§6.3)?
• Q4. How does our browser optimization impact fuzzing throughput and results (§6.4)?

Experimental Setup. We run FreeDom and other DOM fuzzers in a small fuzzing cluster that consists of five 24-core servers running Ubuntu 18.04 with AMD Ryzen 9 3900X (3.8GHz) processors and 64GB memory. To display browser windows on a server without a graphical device, we leverage X virtual frame buffer (Xvfb), which is the most common solution in DOM fuzzing. Each fuzzer instance owns a separated Xvfb session for running its generated inputs.

6.1 Discovering New DOM Engine Bugs
We have intermittently run FDc for finding zero-day vulnerabilities in the DOM engines of all the mainstream browsers for two months. By default, FDc fuses the HTML, CSS, and SVG standards together since their corresponding implementations in a browser are closely related. FDc separately fuses WebGL on different OS platforms, whose implementation is independent of other browser components but involves platform-dependent code. Table 5 lists a total of 24 bugs found by FDc that have been confirmed by the browser vendors, including 14 bugs in Safari/WebKit, four bugs in Chrome, and five bugs in Firefox. Besides a few assertions, null dereferences, and correctness issues, the vast majority of the bugs are security-critical, which have helped us gain 10 CVEs and 65K USD bug bounty rewards so far. The fuzzing results reflect that FreeDom is effective in discovering new bugs in the latest DOM engines.

6.2 Effectiveness of Context-aware Fuzzing
To prove that FreeDom is state of the art with its context-aware fuzzing approach, we compare the fuzzing performance of FDc with that of Dharma [34] and Domato [11]. In this evaluation, we always run 100 instances of every fuzzer in study on five machines against an ASan build of WebKitGTK 2.28.0 on Linux for 24 hours (see Appendix C for the detailed build options). According to public record [11], Domato has found the most bugs in WebKit, which is thus selected as our evaluation target. To retrieve the code coverage of a document generated during the experiment, we re-run it with an instrumented WebKit that profiles the visited basic blocks of the DOM engine part (i.e., Source/WebCore/).

6.2.1 Comparison with Dharma. We first evaluate FDc with Dharma, a generation-based fuzzer based on context-free grammars. Dharma officially only provides the grammar file for SVG documents with no support of HTML tags, CSS rules, and DOM APIs. For a fair comparison, we use the original Dharma and modify FDc to only generate the initial DOM tree with SVG tags and attributes and skip the other two parts in a document. We also configure the number of <svg> elements, SVG nodes rooted in an <svg> element, and attributes of a node in a document output by FDc to ensure that both fuzzers generate the inputs of similar size and complexity. Both fuzzers execute a document for at most 5 seconds. The experiment is repeated for three times.

Figure 5 presents the experimental result. FDc visits 13.96% more code blocks than Dharma on average. More importantly, FDc stably triggers at least 7 unique crashes during each fuzzing run and totally discovers 18 unique ones. Meanwhile, Dharma fails to find any crashes during the experiment. There is a higher chance that Dharma may trigger a few of FDc’s crashes by adding more random options for generating certain constant values like integers and images into its grammar. Nevertheless, around 60% of the crashes triggered by FDc involve SVG animations. Similar to Domato discussed in §3.1, Dharma, based on its context-free grammar, is not aware of the exact element whose attributes are to be animated and simply animates an attribute that is randomly selected from 30 candidates that are neither all animatable nor always owned by the element. Therefore, Dharma rarely constructs a valid SVG animation. By contrast, FDc is more likely to generate working animations and manages to trigger those crashes, which preliminarily reflects the effectiveness of context-aware generation in DOM fuzzing.

6.2.2 Comparison with Domato. We then evaluate FDc and Domato, both of which fuzz the HTML, SVG, and CSS specifications together by default. Although the two fuzzers have completely different designs, we do not introduce any change to Domato’s fuzzing engine and take great effort to configure FDc to generate the documents that have complexity similar to those generated by Domato. We present the detailed composition of a random document generated by both fuzzers in Appendix D for reference. In addition, both fuzzers run with a 5-second timeout and are evaluated three times.

Figure 6 presents the evaluation results. With nearly 3% more executions, the overall code coverage of Domato is slightly higher than that of FDc by 2.69% on average. Nevertheless, FDc triggers around 9.7× more crashes and 3× more unique ones than Domato. In particular, FDc discovers 112 unique crashes in three runs, 11 of which have explicit security implications reported by ASan (i.e., heap.

Figure 5: Achieved code coverage and triggered crashes of FDc and Dharma when fuzzing SVG documents in WebKit with 100 cores for 24 hours. Dharma fails to find any crash during three fuzzing runs. In (b), we differentiate unique crashes found by FDc based on their crashing PC values.
buffer overflow and use-after-free bugs rather than null pointer dereferences and infinite recursions). By contrast, Domato only finds a total of 39 unique crashes, three of which are security-related. More importantly, 34 (87%) crashes found by Domato are also triggered by FDg. The evaluation results indicate that the ability of FreeDom to find bugs in the latest DOM engine largely surpasses that of the state-of-the-art DOM fuzzer.

To further understand how context awareness enables FDg to outperform Domato, we minimize the inputs of 117 unique crashes found by both fuzzers into PoCs with the HTML minimizer provided by ClusterFuzz. We then determine what types of data dependencies (see §3.1) every PoC file involves through manual inspection, which is presented in Table 3. Among the PoCs of 39 crashes found by Domato, a majority of them do not contain any context-dependent part. Around 25% of them have context-dependent CSS selectors (i.e., CDV), which Domato has certain chances to construct correctly through a fixed number of predefined elements, classes, and tags. At most times, a minimized PoC generated by Domato only remains the universal selector (i.e., *) which is context-free. Meanwhile, the context-dependent selectors generated by FDg are much more likely to be valid and thus FDg manages to find another 49 crashes that require specific live elements to be styled. Furthermore, during nearly 5 million executions in total, Domato fails to trigger any crash but one that involves any of the other three types of data dependencies, which are largely not addressed by its static grammar. Contrary to Domato, FDg manages to generate a number of PoCs that cover from CDV1 to CDV4. To have a grasp on the context complexity of such a PoC that Domato fails to produce, we list an example in Appendix E for additional reference.

In a nutshell, our in-depth analysis shows that (1) the context-aware approach adopted by FDg still manages to find the old types of bugs that existing DOM fuzzers target by their context-free grammars, and (2) the additional context information maintained by FDg for generation is effective in finding many more bugs in the latest DOM engines that have not been explored. Therefore, we believe FreeDom’s design fundamentally outperforms the state-of-the-art DOM fuzzer, Domato.

### 6.3 Effectiveness of Coverage-driven Fuzzing

We now evaluate FDm to understand the effectiveness of coverage guidance in DOM fuzzing. Similarly, we launch 100 FDm instances to fuzz the optimized build of WebKitGTK 2.28.0 on 100 cores for 24 hours. The DOM engine part of WebKit is instrumented for block coverage measurement. Meanwhile, we introduce a tailored version of FDm called FDmg, whose merging phase is removed. We run FDmg together with FDm to verify the effectiveness of testcase merging (see §4.3.3) in DOM fuzzing. Both FDm and FDmg bootstrap with two simple seeds: a blank document and a document with a single `<svg>` element under `<body>`. Table 4 presents the fuzzing results, and the average coverage growth is illustrated by Figure 7(a). We interpret the evaluation results as follows.

**Effectiveness of merging.** FDm completely outperforms FDmg with 1.8% more code coverage and 1.8% more unique crashes, two of which are heap-related memory issues. By contrast, FDmg fails to find any security-related crashes. All of the above facts indicate that adopting document merging largely improves the performance of coverage-guided DOM fuzzing.

**Effectiveness of coverage-guided mutation.** Compared to FDg, FDmg and FDm visit around 1.2% and 2.62% more code blocks, respectively. More importantly, FDmg successfully discover three new crashes, including two security-related ones that are never triggered by running FDg for 24 hours. As a generation-based fuzzer, FDm intends to generate a large-size document that contains a lot of randomly chosen elements, attributes, and CSS rules and hopefully covers various DOM features within one execution. Meanwhile, FDmg focuses on repetitive mutations and gradual growth of its inputs. Compared to FDg, FDmg is more likely to trigger the crashes that require strict or subtle settings. For example, one crash missed by FDg is triggered by an SVG `<text>` element that has a single attribute x="8192em". The element is required to have no surrounding elements and no additional attributes or CSS styles that affect its text position, which is difficult to find in a document output by FDg that has a deep element tree, 10 attributes for an element, and 50 CSS rules. The PoC of another new crash has three sibling `<set>` elements to animate the same attribute of their parent. FDg selects child elements and a parent attribute to be animated uniformly from various available candidates and therefore rarely generates such a document from a statistical perspective. By contrast, FDmg equipped with fine-grained mutation strategies manages to grow a blank document into the inputs of these new crashes step by step.

**Limitation of coverage-guided mutation.** Unfortunately, we witness the weak implication of code coverage for finding bugs when comparing FDmg to FDg. With 3.5× more executions and a
Figure 7: (a) Average block coverage rate of running FD_c and FD_m with or without merging to fuzz WebKit for 24 hours; (b) Number of basic blocks covered by the PoCs of seven security-related crashes that are not visited by FD_m at different times during a 24-hour fuzzing process.

2.62% coverage improvement, FD_m finds nearly 3.8× fewer unique crashes on average compared to FD_c. FD_m misses around 75% unique crashes, including seven security-related ones found by FD_c during three 24-hour runs. To further study the failure of coverage-guided fuzzing, we determine the minimal basic blocks required to be covered for triggering the seven crashes and observe how FD_m approaches the crashes (i.e., covers those code blocks) during a fuzzing run. Figure 7(b) presents the result, which shows that FD_m is extremely close to most of the crashes after four hours. However, due to an increasing number of interesting testcases waiting to be mutated, FD_m tries to expand its coverage without any particular direction and thus fails to make a final push to trigger any of the crashes in the remaining 20 hours. Though FD_c blindly generates the documents that can never explore the browser code thoroughly in process of time, at least FD_c consistently tests certain deep code paths through every execution due to the fact that a generated document has a large size and rich semantics. By contrast, code coverage makes FD_m that starts with a blank document wander around numerous shallow code paths and cannot move downward for a long time because of the extreme complexity of a DOM engine.

In general, blackbox generation is not comprehensive but is still recommended for discovering a vast number of bugs in a DOM engine in a reasonable time. Meanwhile, coverage-driven mutation is also considered an irreplaceable approach, especially for finding the bugs that occur with exacting conditions. One more advantage of mutation-based fuzzing is that minimizing its crashing documents of much smaller sizes is less time consuming. We also believe that its performance can be largely improved with more computing resources and better seeding inputs (see §7.2).

6.4 High-Throughput Executions

We finally present several micro-benchmarks to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of our self-terminating browser.

**Performance.** Table 4 shows that the throughput of an optimized browser arrives at most 74.7 executions per second when used in the coverage-guided fuzzing. Considering using a 5-second hard time limit, the maximum throughput in theory is only 20 executions per second with 100 cores, which is 3.74× fewer. We also perform a stress test by running the optimized browser with large documents generated by FD_c to understand the least throughput improvement we can achieve. In particular, FD_c fuzzes our custom WebKit build with or without merging to implement numerous web APIs such as Canvas, Audio and IndexedDB APIs [27, 29, 32]. As they are also used with JavaScript, we can support them with minimal efforts. In addition, different browsers do not provide exactly the same support of certain character encodings, HTML tags, CSS functions, and DOM APIs [10, 30, 31], which are not handled by FD-IR. Thanks to its strong programmability, it is possible to make FD-IR to selectively enable or disable DOM features depending on the target browser. Lastly, FreeDom involves a great deal of engineering effort to implement numerous FD-IR values (see §4.2). To minimize the manual labor, the code of the values that are context-independent can be automatically emitted from existing grammars.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Exec/s</th>
<th>Coverage rate</th>
<th>#Crash</th>
<th>#Unique</th>
<th>#Security</th>
<th>#New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FD_c</td>
<td>18.17</td>
<td>47.40(±0.05)%</td>
<td>47058.67</td>
<td>79.67</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD_m</td>
<td>74.73</td>
<td>47.97(±0.18)%</td>
<td>68.33</td>
<td>11.67</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD_m (w/o merge)</td>
<td>63.94</td>
<td>48.64(±0.13)%</td>
<td>331.67</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Fuzzing results of running FreeDom with several approaches against WebKit for 24 hours. We list the total number of unique security-related crashes found in three fuzzing runs and the average values for other metrics. The new column presents the number of distinct crashes that are only found by the coverage-guided mutation-based fuzzing.

7 DISCUSSION

We now discuss the limitations and future directions of FreeDom.

7.1 More Discussions on FD-IR

Limitations of FD-IR. First, FreeDom currently does not support parsing an existing HTML document into FD-IR. Developing a transpiler to achieve this is technically feasible, as FD-IR strictly follows the specification. Next, FD-IR does not cover various web APIs such as Canvas, Audio and IndexedDB APIs [27, 29, 32]. As they are also used with JavaScript, we can support them with minimal efforts. In addition, different browsers do not provide exactly the same support of certain character encodings, HTML tags, CSS functions, and DOM APIs [10, 30, 31], which are not handled by FD-IR. Thanks to its strong programmability, it is possible to make FD-IR to selectively enable or disable DOM features depending on the target browser. Lastly, FreeDom involves a great deal of engineering effort to implement numerous FD-IR values (see §4.2). To minimize the manual labor, the code of the values that are context-independent can be automatically emitted from existing grammars.
Generalizability of FD-IR. Besides HTML documents, FD-IR can be generalized to fuzz other complicated file formats by mainly adding new Value instances with custom generation, mutation, and lowering methods. FD-IR is mostly suitable for targeting the tree-like formats that consist of interdependent fields, such as PDF [6], Microsoft Office Open XML [40], Apple property list files [3], and hierarchical filesystems [2, 45]. Meanwhile, extending FD-IR to describe the API calls of other systems like RPC services and OS kernels is also practicable by adding new API formats and lowering methods for other languages or encodings besides JavaScript.

7.2 Potentials of Coverage-driven DOM fuzzing
Our performance comparison between FD and FDm does not necessarily justify one approach is superior than the other. In particular, we propose future research directions for coverage-driven DOM fuzzing, which can be implemented by using FDm.

Corpus-based fuzzing. Recent mutation-based fuzzers [20, 22, 41] achieve great success by leveraging a high-quality corpus. With respect to DOM engines, all the mainstream browsers maintain their regression and unit test suites that contain thousands of HTML documents. Once we support lifting documents in plaintext into FD-IR, FDm is likely to have better performance by starting with these existing testcases.

Intelligent seed scheduling. FDm now simply prefers to further mutate the testcases that are generated more recently. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to extend FDm with various recent testcase scheduling algorithms [8, 9, 43, 44], which are proven to be effective in discovering more deep program paths in many general applications.

Non-compliant document fuzzing. FD-IR now strictly observes the DOM standard. Nevertheless, all the mainstream browsers try to load even a non-standard document as much as possible with automatic repair in their own ways. For instance, some browsers automatically complete non-closing HTML tags in a document or still display an SVG document that involves incorrect transform functions to a certain extent. FD based on FD-IR is thus unable to find the bugs in the related code. On the one hand, the design principle of FD-IR is still essential to FDm, which will blindly produce numerous invalid documents with common errors if FD-IR’s non-compliance with the standard cannot be fully handled by the browser. On the other hand, FDm can work effectively with modified FD-IR that describes and mutates documents in a non-standard manner, because code coverage helps to self-correct its mutation directions for avoiding repetitive loading errors and effectively explore auto-recovery in the browser.

8 RELATED WORK

DOM fuzzing. The pioneering DOM fuzzers [23, 28, 47, 58] embedded themselves in a page loaded by the target browser and called random DOM APIs on-the-fly. For example, domfuzz [28] randomly acts on the DOM tree of a web page with 35 fuzzing modules. Cross_fuzz [58] focuses on visiting DOM tree nodes and creating circular references among them to stress memory management. SDF [23] proposes an integration of several DOM fuzzers for better performance. All of those dynamic fuzzers are no longer maintained and the generate-and-test fuzzers have become mainstream. Qu et al. [7] find more than 100 use-after-free bugs by generating paired DOM operations based on static rules. Domato [11], Dharma [34], Avalanche [33], and Wadi [47] are recent generation-based fuzzers based on context-free grammars. FreeDom is also a static DOM fuzzer but works in a context-aware manner.

Generation-based versus mutation-based fuzzing. Generation-based fuzzing has been long established, especially for a structural input format not limited to HTML documents. For example, Peach [42] is known for generating the inputs of any format that can be expressed as a grammar definition. Jsfuzz [38] constructs random code chunks for testing JavaScript engines. Csmith [56] generates random C source text for stress-testing compilers. On the other side, more and more fuzzers nowadays also mutate existing testcases. A series of JavaScript engine fuzzers [4, 19, 21, 53, 54] transform existing JavaScript programs into new ones for testing. Syzkaller [18] mutates system calls for fuzzing OS kernels. As a font fuzzer, BrokenType can generate valid TTF files and also mutate them in a structure-aware manner. In the DOM fuzzing field, FreeDom is considered the first static fuzzer to work both generatively and mutationally guided by coverage.

Structure-aware versus context-aware fuzzing. To generate valid payload for testing, smart fuzzers are aware of input format or grammar. For example, the aforementioned DOM and JavaScript engine fuzzers always produce syntactically correct HTML files and JavaScript programs. Nevertheless, recent research reveals the importance of leveraging context information for reducing semantic errors in generated inputs. For example, CodeAlchemist [20] assembles JavaScript code with guaranteed type correctness. Janus [55], a filesystem fuzzer, maintains the status of every file and directory on an image for generating valid file operations.

9 CONCLUSION
In this work, we propose FreeDom, an evolutionary static DOM fuzzer, that supports fuzzing HTML documents generatively and mutationally. FreeDom relies on a newly designed IR to describe both structures and context information of a document so as to avoid semantic errors. In addition, FreeDom also utilizes a dynamic timeout mechanism to largely improve the browser throughput by 1.48–3.74×. We have reported 24 bugs found by FreeDom in mainstream browsers. In particular, FreeDom that adopts context-aware generation can find 3× more unique crashes than the state-of-the-art fuzzer, Domato. FreeDom also finds several bugs in WebKit’s SVG renderer, where another recent fuzzer, Dharma, fails to trigger any crash. Compared to blackbox generation, FreeDom guided by code coverage covers 2.62% more code blocks and discovers several new bugs, but meanwhile triggers a total of 3.8× fewer crashes. Nevertheless, we expect further research based on FreeDom for an improved utilization of code coverage in DOM fuzzing.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Report ID</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Summary</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Safari 12.0.2</td>
<td>705074056</td>
<td>SVG</td>
<td>Use-after-free</td>
<td>CVE-2019-6212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Safari 12.1.0</td>
<td>709777313</td>
<td>WebGL</td>
<td>Arbitrary memory access</td>
<td>CVE-2019-8596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Safari 12.1.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>SVG</td>
<td>Heap overflow</td>
<td>CVE-2019-8609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Safari 13.0.1</td>
<td>710042930</td>
<td>SVG</td>
<td>Heap overflow</td>
<td>CVE-2019-8720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Safari 13.0.5</td>
<td>727800575</td>
<td>SVG</td>
<td>Null dereference</td>
<td>Patched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Safari 13.0.5</td>
<td>729340941</td>
<td>SVG</td>
<td>Race condition</td>
<td>Patched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Safari 13.0.5</td>
<td>729379682</td>
<td>SVG/CSS</td>
<td>Use-after-free</td>
<td>Patched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Safari 13.0.5</td>
<td>729429465</td>
<td>SVG</td>
<td>Use-after-free</td>
<td>CVE-2020-9803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Safari 13.0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>CSS</td>
<td>Null dereference</td>
<td>Patched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Safari 13.0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>HTML/SVG</td>
<td>Use-after-free</td>
<td>Patched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Safari 13.0.5</td>
<td>730447379</td>
<td>HTML/SVG/CSS</td>
<td>Use-after-free</td>
<td>CVE-2020-9806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Safari 13.1.0</td>
<td>732608208</td>
<td>HTML/SVG/CSS</td>
<td>Use-after-free</td>
<td>CVE-2020-9807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Safari 13.1.0</td>
<td>734414767</td>
<td>HTML/CSS</td>
<td>Use-after-free</td>
<td>CVE-2020-9895</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>WebKitGTK 2.24.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>WebGL</td>
<td>Out-of-bound memory access</td>
<td>Patched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>WebKitGTK 2.28.0</td>
<td>731291111</td>
<td>HTML</td>
<td>Use-after-free</td>
<td>Patched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Chrome 73.0</td>
<td>943087</td>
<td>WebGL2</td>
<td>Integer overflow</td>
<td>CVE-2019-5806</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Chrome 73.0</td>
<td>943709</td>
<td>WebGL2</td>
<td>Heap overflow</td>
<td>CVE-2019-5817</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Chrome 74.0 (beta)</td>
<td>943424</td>
<td>WebGL2</td>
<td>Use-after-free</td>
<td>Patched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Chrome 74.0 (beta)</td>
<td>943538</td>
<td>WebGL2</td>
<td>Use-after-free</td>
<td>Patched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Firefox 76.0</td>
<td>1625051</td>
<td>HTML/CSS</td>
<td>Out-of-bound access</td>
<td>Patched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Firefox 76.0</td>
<td>1625187</td>
<td>HTML/CSS</td>
<td>Rust assertion</td>
<td>Acknowledged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Firefox 76.0</td>
<td>1625325</td>
<td>HTML/SVG/CSS</td>
<td>Null dereference</td>
<td>Acknowledged</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Firefox 76.0</td>
<td>1625369</td>
<td>HTML</td>
<td>Correctness issue</td>
<td>Patched</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Firefox 76.0</td>
<td>1626152</td>
<td>SVG/CSS</td>
<td>Use-after-free</td>
<td>Patched</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† The bugs which earn bug bounty rewards.
‡ The WebKit bugs that only affect WebKitGTK builds on Linux and do not affect Safari on macOS.
* The duplicated bugs which are also reported from internal efforts or other external researchers.

Table 5: The reported bugs found by FreeDom in Apple Safari (WebKit), Google Chrome, and Mozilla Firefox. We mark out the latest browser versions that are affected by the bugs. The Component column indicates what specific DOM components a document is required to contain for triggering the bugs. In particular, bugs #18, #19, and #24 only affect the beta version and are never shipped into a release; though they are security bugs, there are no CVEs assigned for them.
A  DOM ENGINE BUGS FOUND BY FREEDOM

Table 5 presents the description of the bugs discovered by FuzzDOM in the DOM engines of three known web browsers (i.e., Apple Safari, Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox).

B  THE GENERATION ENGINE OF DOMATO

Figure 8 serves as an example of how Domato generates HTML documents based on its grammar. Basically, the listed grammar rules are essential for generating the CSS rules, JavaScript code, and initial DOM tree below. Note that the demonstrated document is incomplete. The CSS rule originally owns more CSS properties. And both the <form> and <select> are supposed to have more attributes and children.

C  WEBKIT BUILD OPTIONS

We refer to the build options Domato uses to compile WebKit on Linux for our evaluation. The detailed command line is listed in Figure 9.

D  TESTCASE COMPLEXITY OF FREEDOM AND DOMATO

To have a fair comparison between FreeBSD and Domato (see §6.2.2), we use the original Domato and configure FreeBSD to make a random document generated by both fuzzers generally have:

- a tree of 60 HTML and SVG elements on average;
- 50 CSS rules, each of which has two selectors on average and 20 CSS properties;
- five event handlers besides main(). main() has 1,000 lines of DOM API calls, while every other event handler only has 500. Every event handler installs a counter check at the beginning to ensure that it is never executed for more than two times.

E  A POC GENERATED BY FREEDOM

Figure 10: The PoC snippet of a bug in WebKit found by FreeBSD.

In Figure 10, we list the PoC of a crash found by FuzzDOM that has various context-dependent values (CDVs) and is thus missed by Domato in our evaluation. The PoC includes (1) #v22 at Line 3, which is CDV1, (2) -webkit-filter: url(#v21) at Line 4, which is CDV2, and (3) attributeName="preserveAspectRatio" at Line 15, which is CDV3.